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Preface

In this fourth edition we have retained the basic objectives of the first three editions:

● to present a thorough treatment of engineering thermodynamics from the classi-
cal viewpoint,

● to provide a sound basis for subsequent courses in fluid mechanics and heat
transfer,

● to prepare students to use thermodynamics in engineering practice.

Enough material is provided in this book for an introductory course in engineering
thermodynamics and for a follow-up course dealing mainly with applications. The text is
also suitable for survey courses for majors or non-majors. A background in elementary
physics and calculus is presumed.

While the fourth edition retains the basic organization and level of the previous
editions, we have introduced several enhancements proven to facilitate student learn-
ing. Included are new text elements and interior design features that help students
read and study the subject matter. Further, in recognition of the importance and
increased role of computer software in engineering practice, we have incorporated
the use of the software Interactive Thermodynamics: IT into the text in a manner
that allows instructors to use software in their courses. However, the presentation is
structured to allow those who prefer to omit the software material to do so easily.

NEW IN THE FOURTH EDITION

● New elements to enhance student learning:

–Each chapter begins with a clear statement of the chapter objective.
–Key words are listed in the margins and coordinated with the text material.
–Methodology Update in the margin identifies where we refine our problem
solving methodology.

–Each chapter concludes with a Chapter Summary and Study Guide accompanied
by a list of key terms to help students study the material.

–Each chapter has a set of discussion questions under the heading Things to
Think About that may be answered on an individual or group basis to develop
a deeper understanding of the text material, foster critical thinking, and test
understanding.

–Numerous informal examples throughout the text have been identified with the
opening phrase For Example... These supplement 141 more formal examples
that feature our solution format.

–More subheadings and chapter subdivisions are included to guide students
through the material.

–Text figures now provide more realistic representations of real-world engi-
neering systems.

● Integration of Interactive Thermodynamics: IT for instructors who choose to use
software in their courses:

–Brief tutorials of IT features are included at carefully selected locations in the
text. The tutorials are supplemented by a User’s Manual provided with the
software disc.

v
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–IT is used selectively in solved examples to illustrate how software can be applied
effectively to enhance understanding or to solve more complex problems.

–Many end-of-chapter problems now include a final part involving IT that extends
the solution and/or encourages further investigation. Problems that include parts
for which software use is suggested are identified by a special computer icon.
However, these problems also can be solved conventionally in most cases without
using software.

● Other new features:

–Several new formal examples having broad appeal are included to address
common points of difficulty for students.

–Solved examples, key equations, and selected discussions are clearly set off, and
a special device is used to help students identify unit conversions.

–The end-of-chapter problems have been significantly revised, and problems are
now classified under headings to expedite problem selection.

–The design and open-ended problems also have been revised significantly.
–Owing to the phase-out of chlorofluorocarbon refrigerants and a growing interest
in natural refrigerants, the Refrigerant 12 property tables have been replaced
with propane tables.

–The discussion of transient analysis has been expanded.
–The ideal gas tables have been redesigned for ease-of-use, and a table of hydro-
carbon heating values has been provided.

–To be consistent with global practice, the term availability has been replaced
with exergy, and the symbols have been changed accordingly.

–The material on engineering design and thermoeconomics has been updated.

SOFTWARE AND SUPPLEMENTS

Interactive Thermodynamics: IT. The computer software tool Interactive Thermody-
namics: IT provides an important adjunct to learning engineering thermodynamics
and solving engineering problems. The program is built around an equation solver
enhanced with thermodynamic property data and other valuable features. Using IT,
students can obtain a single numerical solution and investigate the effects of varying
parameters. Graphical output can be obtained, and the Windows-based format allows
the use of any Windows word-processing software or spreadsheet to generate reports.
Other features of IT include:

● a guided series of help screens and a number of solved examples from the text
to help learn how to use the program.

● drag-and-drop templates for many of the standard problem types, including a list
of assumptions that can be customized to the problem at hand.

● predetermined scenarios for power plants and other important applications.
● thermodynamic property data for water, refrigerants 22 and 134a, ammonia,

propane, air–water vapor mixtures, and a number of ideal gases.
● the capability to input user-supplied data.
● the capability to interface with user-supplied routines.
● a User’s Manual that expands on the text discussions of IT.

We believe that software is best used as an adjunct to the problem-solving process,
and that the equation-solving capability of the program cannot substitute for careful
engineering analysis. Accordingly, the software is structured so students still must
develop models and analyze them, perform limited hand calculations, and estimate
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ranges of parameters and property values before moving to the computer to obtain
solutions and explore possible variations.

The software is available as a stand alone item or packaged with this text at a
significant discount. Contact your local John Wiley & Sons representative for details.

Supplements. The following supplements are available to adopters:

● Student access to the Thermo Design Online Website: www.wiley.com/college/
thermo. This innovative site is designed to link classroom learning to industry
practice. Students will have access to information that supports the design and
open-ended problems, information on companies where thermodynamic princi-
ples are applied, and additional links to sites of interest in engineering thermody-
namics.

● An Instructor’s CD has been developed that contains electronic copies of figures
from the text. These figures are suitable for producing transparencies for class-
room use. Also included on the CD are solutions to end-of-chapter IT problems
and sample course syllabi.

● Additional resources and book updates are available through www.wiley.com/
college/moranshapiro.

● Our popular comprehensive Instructor’s Manual has been fully updated for the
fourth edition. The manual includes fully developed solutions to all end-of-chapter
problems, sample syllabi, and authors’ comments on the design and open-ended
problems. Available to instructors upon written request to the publisher, or
contact your local John Wiley & Sons representative.

● Also available are booklets containing the appendix tables, figures, and charts
for student use during closed-book examinations.

FEATURES RETAINED FROM THE THIRD EDITION

● A clear and concise presentation.
● A problem-solving methodology that encourages systematic thinking.
● A thorough development of the second law of thermodynamics, featuring the

entropy production concept.
● An up-to-date presentation of exergy analysis, including an introduction to chemi-

cal exergy.
● Sound developments of engineering thermodynamics applications, including

power and refrigeration cycles, psychrometrics, and combustion.
● A generous selection of end-of-chapter problems.
● Design and open-ended problems provided under a separate heading at the close

of each chapter.
● Flexibility in units, allowing either an SI or a mixed SI/English presentation.

This book has evolved over many years of teaching the subject matter at both the
undergraduate and graduate levels. Clear and complete explanations together with
numerous well-explained examples make the text user-friendly and nearly self-instruc-
tive. This frees the instructor from lecturing exclusively and allows class time to be
used in other beneficial ways. Our aim has been a clear and concise presentation
without sacrificing completeness. We have attempted to make the material interesting
and easy to read. Favorable evaluations from both instructors and students who have
used the previous editions in a wide range of engineering programs indicate that these
objectives have been met.
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Systematic Approach to Problem Solving. One of our primary goals in this textbook
is to encourage students to develop an orderly approach to problem solving. To
this end, a formal problem analysis and solution format that helps students think
systematically about engineering systems is used throughout the text. Solutions begin
by listing assumptions and proceed step-by-step using fundamentals. Solutions are
annotated with comments that identify key aspects of the solution. Unit conversions are
explicitly included when numerical evaluations are made. The solution methodology is
illustrated by 141 formal examples, which are set apart from the main text so they
can be easily identified. The methodology we use is compatible with those of two
other well-established Wiley titles: Fundamentals of Heat and Mass Transfer by F. P.
Incropera and D. P. De Witt and Introduction to Fluid Mechanics by R. W. Fox and
A. T. McDonald. With this choice of solution format, a series of three books similar
in presentation, level, and rigor are available that cover the core thermodynamics,
fluid mechanics, and heat transfer sequence common to many curricula.

Thorough Development of the Second Law. As there is greater interest today in
entropy and exergy (availability) principles than ever before, a thorough development
of the second law of thermodynamics is provided in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. The impor-
tance of the second law is conveyed throughout by stressing its relevance to the goal
of proper energy resource utilization. A special feature is the use of the entropy
production concept that allows the second law to be applied effectively in ways readily
mastered by students (Chapter 6). Another special feature is an up-to-date introduction
to exergy analysis, including exergetic efficiencies (Chapter 7). Chemical exergy and
standard chemical exergy are also introduced and applied (Chapter 13). Entropy and
exergy balances are introduced and applied in ways that parallel the use of the energy
balances developed for closed systems and control volumes, unifying the application
of the first and second laws. Once introduced, second law concepts are integrated
throughout the text in solved examples and end-of-chapter problems. The presentation
is structured to allow instructors who wish to omit exergy analysis to do so.

Emphasis on Applications. Emphasis has been placed on sound developments and
careful sequencing of the application areas. Chapters 8 to 14, dealing with applications,
allow some flexibility in the order and the amount of material covered. For example,
vapor and gas power systems are discussed in Chapters 8 and 9, and refrigeration and
heat pump systems are the subject of Chapter 10. But instructors who prefer to treat
all vapor cycle material at one time can include vapor-compression and absorption
refrigeration with Chapter 8. Advanced and innovative energy systems, such as cogen-
eration systems, combined power cycles, and cascade refrigeration cycles, are incorpo-
rated in Chapters 8 to 10 where they fall appropriately and are not relegated to a
catchall chapter. As the study of gas flows falls naturally with the subject of gas turbines
and turbojet engines, an introduction to one-dimensional compressible flow has been
included in Chapter 9. The chapters dealing with applications provide illustrations of
the use of exergy principles.

Wide Variety of End-of-Chapter Problems. More than 40 percent of the over 1400
end-of-chapter problems have been replaced or revised. Problems are now classified
under headings to expedite problem selection. The problems are sequenced to correlate
with the subject matter and are generally listed in increasing order of difficulty. They
range from confidence-building exercises, which illustrate basic concepts, to more
challenging problems, which may involve systems with several components. A special
effort has been made to include problems that involve higher-order and critical think-
ing. Students are asked to construct plots, analyze trends, and discuss what they
observe, which enhances their analytical skills and fosters the development of engi-
neering judgment. A number of problems are included for which the use of a computer
is recommended. These are identified by a computer icon.
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The Instructor’s Manual accompanying the textbook provides solutions to all end-
of-chapter problems in the same format as used in the formal solved examples. Solu-
tions may be photocopied for posting or preparing transparencies for classroom use,
eliminating the drudgery of problem solving for the instructor. Also provided are
sample syllabi for two-course sequences and one-term survey courses in engineering
thermodynamics on both semester and quarter bases. Owing to the nature of design
and open-ended problems, the Instructor’s Manual provides only brief discussions and/
or literature references to assist instructors in guiding students to achieve individual
outcomes for those problems.

Emphasis on Design. Continuing our emphasis on the design component of engi-
neering curricula from the previous editions, we have enhanced the design aspects of
the presentation even further. Over one-third of the design and open-ended problems
included at the end of each chapter have been revised. Also, updated material on
engineering design and thermoeconomics is provided in Section 1.7: Engineering De-
sign and Analysis and Section 7.7: Thermoeconomics. In Section 1.7, we emphasize
that design by nature is an exploratory process and readers should not expect design
problems to have a single, clearly identifiable answer. Rather, constraints must be
considered in seeking the best answer from among a number of alternatives. Section
7.7 brings in the important issue of economic constraints in design. The topic is
introduced to students in the context of design, and fits naturally with the treatment
of exergy in Chapter 7, where irreversibilities are associated with cost.

Realistic Design and Open-Ended Problems. The fourth edition includes 140 design
and open-ended problems, ten per chapter. These problems provide brief design experi-
ences that afford students opportunities to develop their creativity and engineering,
judgment, formulate design task statements, apply realistic constraints, and consider
alternatives. The primary emphasis of the design and open-ended problems is on the
subject matter of the text, but students may have to do some collateral reading before
a solution can be developed. Instructors may elect to narrow the focus of the problems
to allow individual students to achieve a result with a relatively modest expenditure
of effort or may decide to use the problems as points of departure for more extensive
group-type projects. An important feature of many of the design and open-ended
problems is that students are explicitly required to develop their communications
skills by presenting results in the form of written reports, memoranda, schematics,
and graphs.

Flexibility in Units. The text has been written to allow flexibility in the use of units.
It can be studied using SI units only, or using a mix of SI and English units. Well-
organized tables and charts are provided in both sets of units. Proper use of unit
conversion factors is emphasized throughout the text. In this edition, unit conversion
factors are set off by a special device to help students identify unit conversions. The
force–mass conversion constant gc is treated as implicit, and equations involving kinetic
or potential energy are handled consistently, regardless of the unit system used.

Other Aspects. The text has several other special aspects. Among these are:

● The development of the first law of thermodynamics in Chapter 2 begins with
energy and work concepts familiar to students from earlier physics and engineering
mechanics courses and proceeds operationally to the closed system energy bal-
ance. Thermodynamic cycles are introduced in Chapter 2, together with the
definition of the thermal efficiency of power cycles and coefficients of performance
of refrigerators and heat pumps. This permits elementary problem solving with
cycles using the first law before cycles are considered in depth in later chapters.
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● Property relations and data for pure, simple compressible substances are intro-
duced in Chapter 3 after the energy concept has been developed in Chapter 2.
This arrangement has the following advantages:

–it reinforces the fact that the energy concept applies to systems generally and
is not limited to instances involving simple compressible substances.

–it allows instructors to assign energy analysis problems early in the course
(Chapter 2), which sparks student interest.

–it allows students further practice in applying the energy concept while learning
about property relations and data in Chapter 3.

● Using the compressibility factor as a point of departure, we introduce ideal gas
property relations and data in Chapter 3 following the discussion of the steam
tables. This organization of topics emphasizes to students, usually for the first
time, the limitations of the ideal gas model. When using the ideal gas model, we
stress that specific heats generally vary with temperature, and feature the use of
the ideal gas tables. Constant specific heat relations are also presented in the text
and applied appropriately. We believe that students should learn when it is
appropriate to assume constant specific heats, and that it enhances their under-
standing to see constant specific heats as a special case.

● The principles of conservation of mass and energy are extended to control volumes
in Chapter 4. The primary emphasis is on cases in which one-dimensional flow
is assumed, but mass and energy balances are also presented in integral forms
that provide a link to material covered in subsequent fluid mechanics and heat
transfer courses. Control volumes at steady state are featured, but in-depth discus-
sions of transient cases are also provided. Whether problems are steady state or
transient in character, the appropriate thermodynamic models are obtained by
deduction from general expressions of the conservation of mass and energy prin-
ciples.
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